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About This Game
Teddy Terror is a 2D horror survival with a challenging passive-aggressive gameplay where using your environment is
crucial for survival
In Teddy Terror you take on the role of a little boy with his Teddybear who wakes up in a nightmare.
With your surroundings as your weapons your goal is to Survive the nightmarish world and escape from tongue spitting eyeball
creatures, horrifiying bosses and hordes of unimaginable abominations!

Unique Gameplay
Passive aggressive playstyle - be swift and escape from the clutches of evil or wait for the right moment to strike and
eliminate insidious creatures with deadly traps.

Diverse killing possibilities - Lure hellish creatures in to traps, activate traps by throwing your teddybear or find
powerful toys to eradicate every monstrosity that may lurk in the depths of the darkness.
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Roguelike features - permadeath, randomized loot(items and toys), randomized deadly levels with gruesome enemies
and gigantic bosses with endless replayability.

Level up, find items, complete achievements,empower yourself and grow from a helpless child into a killing machine
Can you persevere his unending world of torment and terror?
Support us and find out!
==========================================================================

About Us
Rage Monster Games is a dutch Indie game developing company managed by Gianni Knight.
Together with Runic Sounds(audio design students) we started Teddy Terror during the 72 hr Gamejam(IndiesVsPewdiePie).
Now several months in development we made huge changes with an all new experience.
We are working hard to deliver a great gaming experience and to bring Teddy Terror to life.
Therefore we hope we can share our excitement with you.
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Title: Teddy Terror
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Rage Monster Games
Publisher:
Rage Monster Games
Release Date: 21 May, 2015
b4d347fde0
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I had really good time playing Beach Bounce and I was happy to see that there is more to the story. Sadly, once I played Beauty
Bounce, I felt like it should have ended at the first game. This one is just bad. The story is boring, the choices are boring, the
erotic scenes are boring too. While playing Beauty Bounce I thought that there wasn't much effort put into making this game,
and I'm serious. I don't have a high expectations when it comes to Visual Novels made outside of Japan and even those weren't
met at all. Just skip this one, because it will be waste of time and money.. i am commander shepard and this is my favorite game
in steam. Don't press Esc midgame. Don't press it ever in this game.. I really like this game, it isn't the best in anything, the story
and voice acting aren't very good, but the game is a lot of fun. There are a lot of different cars, ranging from sports cars to
trucks and the car's damage physics are good too.
The maps (highway and city) are not huge, but big enough for the game and they look quite realistic. The story missions are also
quite unique and fun (and if you complete the story you will unlock some additional "stunt" levels).
You can also freely drive around the city or play fully customizable "quick races" against AI opponents or in split-screen (up to
4 players) on the tracks used in the story. I also recommend you to use the cheat code "WANNAGO" (it can be entered during
gameplay or on the pause menu) when playing split-screen races to turn off auto-respawn so you can won't automatically reset
every time you go off-track, or drive freely around the city in split screen.
Another good thing about this game is that is is quite easy to mod, there are lots of car mods available. i've made this steam
guide on how to install mods: https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1170453435. People are comparing this
to a flash game. I have a rebuttle to that statement. At least with most flash games, people put effort into the look of the game. It
looks to bland and is too clunky to be considered a flash game, let alone a game you pay for.. Fun wave shooter I like the horror
elements that are in the game..the price is a bit high I feel for what you get definetly get the game if it's on sale.. Great TimeKiller, if you like Nickervision games like Ding Dong XL, Orbt XL ect. and Retro Music. I'ts for you.
I like the customizable map design, so you can make your own patterns. Can't wait for more songs and online Leaderboards.. I
F***ING LOVE this game, one of my favourite point n clicks, nice humor, suitable for everyone, and it feels
piratey/adventurey, the best of feelings!
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To be competitive you need to dump massive amounts of money into this game and it also requires you spend multiple hours per
day to stay competitive as well. It is a major time sync that is complely made for those that started when the servers opened not
really friendly for new users.. Brought back that "Magical 90s RPG feeling."
1st play lasted 4 hours.
This is what civilization needs more of. ;). good the end. lmao 69% positive ;D ;D. Rekt m8 I love this game 3 good 5 u. Ok, so
the program refuses to do anything after launching, can't even access the settings without crashing. I can't recomend this
program. It will not work and when I messaged the developer he blamed AMD drivers... What sort of an excuse is that? It used
to work with my AMD drivers but now it's just broken. ♥♥♥♥ that, Im done with this program.. Cute and narrative puzzle
game with platformer based features and physic interactions. Not so hard but very comfortable to complete every day some
levels. Recommended!

Pros:
- Smooth designed puzzles
- Nice visual style
- Story
- Platformer and physic interactions
Cons:
- Very low sound volume
p.s. too low price. Its ok for an old game, hard to figure out what to do without instructions, but thats what googles for.. I hate
leaving negative reviews, but this game definitely warrants it. After being stuck for about an hour, I consulted the forums and
learned of a game breaking bug that has existed for quite some time without ever being fixed by the devs. Sure enough, that's
what was causing the problem in my game. Six hours spent on the game and I'm rewarded with a game that can't be beat..
Probably the worst game ever. Definetly up there with E.T. and Cot Death
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